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back in los angeles, jim is a simple, ordinary guy. jim lands a high-paying job with an investment company and he moves to denver. aurora is an astrophysicist. she is a native of denver. jim sees aurora as a complicated and beautiful woman. they get married. at the same time, gary visits them and offers aurora money to be in his
show. after that, she is depressed. aurora feels that she is to be blamed for guss death. i guess she does not know that he has died due to his pod malfunctioning. later, jim has an affair with a former colleague named lucy. aurora has a rough time with a scandal and loses her job. at the same time, lucy is killed by a hitman
named frank. on board the ship, there are four other crew members. two of them are on luna, another is on gemini and the other one on mercury. of course, the gemini crewmember is aurora, the astrophysicist. frank convinces james that she is ready to rekindle her relationship with him. the gemini crew members are on a
mission to rescue a girl. aurora is trying to work out a manual to save her. jim is on the gemini crew. frank sets a trap for jim, after jim leaves aurora and attacks frank. frank kills the other crew member, saves jim and beats aurora. jim escapes the gemini. jim then takes aurora to saturn. frank attacks jim again and jim beats him.
on gemini, charlie has a heart attack and vanishes to another galaxy. aurora saves the gemini ship and herself. they come back to earth. jim and aurora go to see the medic doctor to buy some time. as aurora is waiting for her treatment, she does not notice frank waiting outside. frank knocks aurora out. aurora does not wake up.
frank goes to saturn. on earth, charlie returns to save aurora from frank. aurora recovers and charlie asks them to tell the rest of the story to be given a better treatment. aurora and jim go to see the medic doctor for a second time. jim and charlie arrest frank.
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in the film passengers, there is no catastrophe that has occurred on earth unlike, say, interstellar . no one is fleeing. these people have made a choice to relocate as they want to start a new life. jim preston (chris) is one such mechanic who is looking to relocate to this new planet. everyone on the ship is in hibernation. the
duration of this journey is 120 years. so the idea is that everyone gets on board and sleeps for 120 years and wakes up on the other side at homestead 2. explore the results of a joint study that's been underway for over a decade of incidents involving children in motor vehicles. in addition, the researchers explore practical ways
to reduce the incidence of childhood pedestrian injury and death. this study is the culmination of two decades of research and is based on detailed analysis of more than 2,500 child pedestrian fatalities. the study was funded by the office of highway safety, a part of the national highway traffic safety administration. pedestrians
are often the most vulnerable traffic participants, but the fact that pedestrians are the group of most vulnerable road users is not widely appreciated. this graph shows that for every 100 people in a vehicle, there are approximately 145 pedestrians killed in traffic crashes. for every 100 people in a pedestrian walkway, there are
between 89 and 92 pedestrians killed. pedestrians are more likely to be killed in locations where vehicles have easy access to sidewalks and walkways. there are more children walking to school and more children riding bicycles to school in urbanized areas than in rural and suburban areas. pedestrians walking and bicycling are
more likely to be at-risk pedestrians (children, the elderly, those who are not familiar with a location) or drivers crossing at a crosswalk. the graphic above shows that pedestrians are most often the victims of motor vehicle crashes in urban areas. though pedestrians and bicyclists are much more common and more vulnerable in

urban areas, the high rates of pedestrian and bicyclist fatalities in urban areas are largely due to the greater severity of injuries sustained. 5ec8ef588b
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